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Pic Mask 1.0 - Stunning Lock Screens for iPhone & iPad: Now on App Store
Published on 10/14/14
Independent developer, Ajit Katti today introduces Pic Mask 1.0, the most authentic lock
screen wallpaper creator app for iOS devices. Pic Mask is the perfect app to create lock
screen wallpapers. With Pic Mask, users can use their favorite pic as wallpaper without
compromising lock screen readability. Pic Mask offers users a choice of 17 different shape
patterns. Pic Mask even provides 1-click sharing to Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and many
more.
Bangalore, India - Independent developer, Ajit Katti today is pleased to announce the
release and immediate availability of Pic Mask 1.0, the most authentic lock screen creator
app for iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch devices. Pic Mask is the perfect app to create lock
screen wallpapers. With Pic Mask, users can use their favorite pic as wallpaper without
compromising lock screen readability. Pic Mask offers users a choice of 17 different shape
patterns. Pic Mask even provides 1-click sharing to Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and many
more.
Key Features:
* Easy and Intuitive to use
* Creates amazing wallpapers in seconds
* Several wonderful shapes to choose from
* Re-size shapes added to pics
* Adjust transparency of blur
* Customize color of blur on pics
* 1-click share to Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and many more
With Pic Mask, users can see for themselves how an ordinary picture gets transformed into
a beautiful lock screen wallpaper. It is simple, fast, fun and artistic!
"Many people would like to use their pictures as lock screen wallpapers. But, due to the
contrast, readability of date & time is compromised", Ajit Katti, creator of Pic Mask
said, "Pic Mask is a quick, artistic way to have your picture transformed to a blur mask,
which could be used as a lock screen wallpaper. App is just a buck, but for users who
would like to try it before they buy it, Free edition is also available"
Device Requirements:
* iOS 7.0 and higher
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* 17 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Pic Mask 1.0 is priced at $0.99 (Or equivalent currency) and available worldwide
exclusively through the App Store in the Photo and Video category. Pic Mask Free edition
is also available for users who would like to try the app.
Pic Mask 1.0:
http://picmask.com/
Purchase and Download:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pic-mask-stunning-lock-screens/id923757712
YouTube Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=saH1AklQ6wA
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Promotional Image:
http://picmask.com/media/screenshots.jpg
App Icon:
http://picmask.com/media/icon.png
Press Kit (zip):
http://picmask.com/media/MediaKit_PicMask.zip

Based in Bangalore, India, Ajit Katti is an independent iOS developer who has been coding
for over eight years. Ajit Katti has created several famous apps like 'Orient - The Self
Aligning Camera' and 'Bubble Pic Frames' which have been downloaded hundreds of
thousands
of times. Copyright (C) 2014 Ajit Katti. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo,
iPhone and iPod are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other
countries.
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